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You work in an interesting industry. Difficult and demanding. And while facing new 
challenges everyday is inspiring, would it not be nice if a large part of them sim-
ply disappeared? And if new opportunities appeared to reduce marketing expenses, 
without having to change the strategy? What if your brand’s message could become 
independent from the demands of a specific place or space? Is saving time, money 
and energy important to you?

If so, let me introduce you to Clever Frame®. Let it speak for itself. If not, read it out 
of curiosity, because it is certainly something you have not seen yet.

CLEvER FRAME®

Clever Frame® is a system of mobile aluminium frames, which can be combined in any 
configuration. In every frame, on each side, you can exchange banners placed magneti-
cally with graphics in the blink of an eye. 

Combining the frames is extremely easy, therefore, creating sizeable exhibition con-
structions or small promotional walls to points where you are presenting your company 
or products, becomes fabulously simple. Therefore, you become independent of space, 
because depending on the needs, you can decrease or increase your configuration.  
Or maybe change its shape, if you want to draw the Client’s attention to a new product? 
Clever Frame® adapts to you, and not vice versa.

If, in addition, can you imagine that at any time, without additional cost, you can change 
your message and the shape of the construction, and that you get dozens of products 
in the price of one, you can also imagine the savings. Imagine Clever Frame® – the Swiss 
army knife for marketing.

Module proMotional systeM of various applications

Clever Frame® is a system of mobile, 
aluminium frames, which can be 
combined in any configuration.

At any time, without additional  
cost, you can change the shape  
of the structure and its message.

IS SAvING – TIME, MONEY, ENERGY  
– IMPORTANT TO YOU?
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Clever Frame® is a system of reusable aluminium frames, which – just like building blocks 
– can be connected with each other in any configuration. Due to exchangeable graphi-
cal panels and many accessories you can easily adjust it for each type of event. This will 
allow you to save over 80% of your promotional expenses!

Connectors
—
The modules are assembled together  
without tools through special connectors. 
Assembling and disassembling of the  
system is extremely easy.

Replaceable graphic panels
—
Graphic panels are attached to 
frames by means of magnet and 
Velcro. On each side of every frame, 
you can exchange banners placed 
magnetically with graphics in the 
blink of an eye. Changing the mes-
sage requires only replacing the 
panels or modifying their setup. 

Hinges
—
Thanks to those you can cre-
ate interesting, irregular shaped 
constructions.

Modular system in frames
—
The system is based on frames made 
of aluminium profile. You can eas-
ily combine them in any configuration 
therefore you are able to change the 
shape of the structure and its mes-
sage. Clever Frame® gives you unlim-
ited construction possibilities.

LCD panels
—
You can easily place LCD panels, 
tough screens or other multimedia 
elements. System accessories offer 
many interesting possibilities.

Accessories and lighting
—
Stands and pylons can be 
equipped with many use-
ful accessories such as built-in 
LCD screens, shelves, baskets 
for leaflets and illuminated 
elements.

WhAT IS CLEvER FRAME®

the swiss arMy knife for Marketing

Clever Frame® door system
—
Clever Frame® enables you to create 
an enclosed space, such as back-up 
facilities or boxes.
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FLEXIBILITY
adJust cleverfraMe® to your needs

The innovative CleverFrame® system allows you to use it, just as if you were using a set 
of blocks. Due to the fact that CleverFrame® is designed to serve you for a long time, it 
will certainly be used in many different situations. Change the shape of the structure 
or setting of the frames, arrange graphic panels differently or compose a system with 
the use of accessories. Adjust to the current space and situation. And all this thanks to 
one set of CleverFrame®.

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY OF ThE SYSTEM

We designed Clever Frame® to deliver a multifunctional tool, which is to replace a number  
of other solutions used until now. In this, we were mainly guided by the economics of its 
use.Thanks to this, regardless of where and what message you want to deliver, you can use 
one single Clever Frame® set. Just like with blocks, you can build simple walls, corners or  
complex configurations connected at different angles.

A Clever Frame® set can be easily expanded or divided. Therefore, today you can create 
a monumental structure, which you will use during upcoming fairs, and tomorrow you  
can divide it into smaller parts, creating several smaller structures, which you can use  
for everyday marketing tasks.

Transporting the system does not constitute any problems. You can fold the frame easily 
into the form of a special transport trolley. It will fit into trunk of a larger sedan or station 
wagon. Think about how much more easily it will accommodate additional promotion  
at trade fairs that you never took in account until now?

Regardless of where and what 
message you want to deliver, you 
can use one same set of frames 
from Clever Frame®. The shape or 
available place does not limit you.

A Clever Frame® set is easily 
enlarged or divided.

The system is mobile – you can fold it 
into the form of a special trolley and 
transport it easily without any trouble.

Information points In-shop constructions

Press conferences

Change the shape of the structure or 
setting of the frames, arrange graphic 
panels differently or compose a system 
with the use of accessories. Adjust 
to the current space and situation.

1 32

54 6

Islands and promotional stands

Points of sale Events

QUALITY AND PATENT

CleverFrame® is made with the use of digital technology. Therefore, it guarantees the 
highest quality workmanship in every detail.

In order for you to be able to always enjoy the unique quality and reliability of 
CleverFrame®, the innovative idea of the system and its trademark are protected by 
international patent documents.

CleverFrame® is made with the use 
of digital technology. Therefore, 
it guarantees the highest quality 
workmanship in every detail.
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1 SYSTEM 10S FUNCTIONS 100S CONFIGURATIONS
Marketingowe perpetuuM MoBile

In one set, you can build many different configurations, each time adjusting it to  
a different, currently owned promotional space. On the basis of one set, our consultants 
will provide you with some interesting configurations and proposals for arranging  
promotional space.

The example of what can be created out of 24 frame set.In one set, you can build many 
different configurations, each time 
adjusting it to a different, currently 
owned promotional space
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CleverFrame® system is characterized with unlimited expandability. If you decide to buy 
a small set of frames, with time, if the need arises, you can enlarge it with new modules. 
This will allow for a flexible change in shape or size of your stand, and thus allow attrac-
tive arrangement of your space.

CleverFrame® gives you the opportunity to present your offer at any point of sale - no 
need to worry about the size of available space. The problem of too small or too large 
space to promote became a thing of the past, as it disappeared with the creation of the 
CleverFrame® system.

CleverFrame® system is characterized 
with unlimited expandability. If you 
decide to buy a small set of frames, 
with time, if the need arises, you 
can enlarge it with new modules.

+16 frames

+12 frames

+2 frames

+17 frames

+11 frames

+4 frames

Below is a sample path of development of our system. Of course, the structures shown 
here are just some of many configurations that the CleverFrame system allows.

POSSIBILITY OF UPGRADING
one set of fraMes, Many uses
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STRUCTURE AND AvAILABLE DIMENSIONS OF FRAMES
adJust clever fraMe® to your needs

Series D1 D1 DC1.1 DC1.2

Frame size 100×75 cm 100×50 cm 100×25 cm

Series D2 D2 D2.1 D2.2 D2.3

Frame size 125×100 cm 125×75 cm 125×50 cm 125×25 cm

Series C1 C1 DC1.1 DC1.2

Frame size 100×100 cm 100×50 cm 100×25 cm

Standard frame sizes Non-standard frame sizes

Floor C1

100×100 cm

CleverFrame® system due to its 
multitasking features allows its 
users to save money on purchasing 
other promotional systems.

SAvE MONEY WITh CLEvER FRAME®

Thanks to its many unique features, the CleverFrame® system’s primary task is to save 
money for our clients’ businesses. How?

The whole idea of the product is based on the ease of introducing configuration changes 
depending on the time, place and needs. Recalculate and check that the greater num-
ber of trade fairs or events CleverFrame® is used at, the more will be saved saved.
Buy a set that will serve you for years and just replace the graphics. You can also create 
several sets of graphics for each of the events in which you participate and forget about 
shopping for many months. The experience of our clients (see chart) indicates that the 
purchase of a CleverFrame® set pays off after two to three fairs. What other - standard - 
system will provide you with such an opportunity?

check how Many financial Benefits can Be gained thanks to our systeM

CleverFrame® system’s primary 
task is to save money for 
our clients’ businesses.

Comparison of the cost of buying disposable stalls and the cost of the CleverFrame® system for the area of 20m².

8 000€

45 000€

3 000€
6 000€
9 000€

15 000€
12 000€

27 000€
24 000€
21 000€
18 000€

36 000€
33 000€
30 000€

45 000€
42 000€
39 000€

The cost of disposable exhibition stalls for 15 events.

One-time cost of CleverFrame® 
for any number of events.
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SAMPLE REALISATIONS
PAYING ATTENTION TO ThE ENvIRONMENT

Using CleverFrame®, a reusable promotional system, unlike in case of conventional sys-
tems, as you leave you do not leave mountains of garbage. Sensible approach to the 
subject of protecting the environment will most certainly add prestige to the image of 
your company. Be EcoFriendly!

Sensible approach to the subject of 
protecting the environment will most 
certainly add prestige to the image 
of your company. Be EcoFriendly!

If you want to expand your system or replace the graphic panels, we take care of  
it in a manner that unnecessary or old items are recycled or properly disposed of.  
Just return them to us and we will do the rest.

ECO FRIENDLY
Do not produce wastes.
Use multi-use promotional system.
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ACCESSORIES

Connectors

Square profiles

Hinges

Interior Lighting

TV Holders

Leaflet Holders

Transport solutions – 
Connectors Bag

Lighting

Transport solutions – 
Aluminium trolley

Pylon Shelf Shelving systemClever Frame® Cabinets

Lateral Support Transport solutions –
Carry Bag for Panels

Clever Frame® CountersClever Frame® Floor system 
withwooden panels

expand your clever fraMe systeM By using various accessories

TRADE FAIRS CONTRACTS

Let us take care of your trade fairs calendar. Simply inform us about your requirements 
and indicate the dates of events which you will participate in; we will prepare and set 
your CleverFrame® stall in the right place and at the right time. After the event we will 
disassemble the stand, refresh and store it for you.

Contact our representatives and ask about Trade Fairs Contracts.

Let us take care of your trade fairs 
calendar. Simply inform us about 
your requirements and indicate 
the dates of events which you will 
participate in; we will prepare and 
set your CleverFrame® stall.
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ThEY hAvE TRUSTED US

Modular system for creating exhibition and promotional stands 
offered by CleverFrame® is a great solution. In addition - what 
in the case of luxury goods is extremely important - this system 
allows you to create the image of brands we have in our portfolio  
in a smart and uncompromising manner.

Finding a tasteful and durable solution was very important for us. 
We use CleverFrame® at many events. I can confirm that the sys-
tem generates considerable savings allowing us to avoid unneces-
sary costs of disposable stands.

CleverFrame®’s solution represents an innovative approach to 
marketing and exhibition, which suits ideally the presentation of 
innovative equipment from the Bosch and Siemens brands.

Thanks to the CleverFrame® system we organize many more  
promotional events, without incurring additional costs.  
It’s the perfect solution for companies conducting intensive  
promotional activities.



See a film about the Clever Frame® 

system at www.cleverframe.com

Clever Frame International Sp. z o.o.

office@cleverframe.com
www.cleverframe.com

The Clever Frame System is a product registered with the Patent Office. 
Any copying of all or parts of the system is prohibited. © 2010 Clever Frame International. 
All rights reserved. 

ECO FRIENDLY
Do not produce wastes.
Use multi-use promotional system.


